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Truck driver perishes in remote WA

• In January 2015, a 39-year-old truck driver was found dead after he left his bogged truck in 46oC weather.  The man collapsed 
and died near a tree after becoming lost and walking about 20 km in searing heat, 140 km north-west of Meekatharra, 
Western Australian. His death was the second of its kind in two weeks in WA.

• Prior to departing it is understood the driver spoke to a cattle station owner to whom he was delivering water tanks from 
Perth.  The station owner advised him to take a route that should have got him to the remote station that evening. For an 
unknown reason, the driver did not follow that route and instead went along a different road and took several wrong turns 
towards the Station.

• His truck and trailer made it about 15km past the homestead but became bogged in a sandy creek. The road had been 
graded up to that point just a few weeks earlier.

• The driver tried to dig himself out but failed and is thought to have stayed with the vehicle that night. The following day he 
tried to walk back to the Station homestead.

• The day was the second-hottest the area has had this summer with the temperature (46oC). After about 13km, the 
disorientated and dehydrated driver stopped, turned around and headed back to his vehicle.

• Having walked almost 25km, he collapsed and died near a tree just 1.1km short of his truck.

• The driver was carrying only 1.5 litres of water when he left his truck. The driver did not have a satellite phone and was 
relying solely on his mobile phone.

All information has been gathered from the public domain.



Missing exploration worker, QLD
• In October 2014, in a hot, remote area of north western Queensland, a person collecting soil samples succumbed to heat 

stress and was separated from their work crew.

• After the work crew returned to their vehicle they realised the person was missing and a search was conducted. The worker 
was found in a reasonable condition during search and rescue operations the next day. 

• This incident occurred despite risk assessments and procedures already in place. While everything appeared sound, a 
number of shortcomings in the supporting systems contributed to the incident. The basic cause was insufficient water intake 
in the preceding hours to prevent dehydration. 

• Direct contributing factors include: 
• insufficient water supply for the trip especially regarding contingency water supply in case of an unwanted event
• inexperience in the role under the prevailing environmental conditions
• harsh climate (+36oC) and precipitous, densely vegetated terrain

• Indirect contributing factors include: 
• lack of effective procedure/guidelines to measure for and determine role suitability
• lack of a clear team-leader and indecision in the sampling team regarding early warning signs that a worker may be 

unsuitable for the role
• lack of clear procedures for specific emergency situations 
• less than adequate task planning for the terrain and inadequate provision of suitable information to the workers, such as 

topographic maps.

All information has been gathered from the public domain.



Exploration Worker Lost in Remote Bush 
• In January 2010, during site demobilisation, a contract driller went missing at an exploration tenement site 

in the Pilbara for about 30 hours. 

• He had attempted to walk through scrub to retrieve a support vehicle located about 6 kilometres from the 
exploration campsite. He left the site in the morning but became lost when he failed to find the support 
vehicle and then failed to intersect the cleared access tracks and gridlines in the area. 

• The driller became dehydrated and disorientated, and spent the night in the bush. By the next day he was 
in a weakened state and, having found shade under a rock ledge, waited there for assistance. 

• When his colleagues raised the alarm some six hours after he was last seen, a search was organised 
involving local police, SES volunteers and other exploration company employees, who were assisted by a 
light plane and helicopter. 

• The contract driller was found about 10 km from the exploration campsite and rescued by helicopter. He 
was taken to the local regional hospital and treated for dehydration.

All information has been gathered from the public domain.



Exploration Worker Lost in Remote Bush cont.

• Contributory factors 

• The contract driller chose to walk via the shortest route through the bush, instead of along access 
tracks and cleared gridlines, even though transport vehicles and personnel were available. The 
route chosen was not clearly delineated.

• The bush was sufficiently dense to obscure the support vehicle’s location, access tracks and cleared 
gridlines. 

• The contract driller was poorly equipped for remote bush walking, having only 500 ml of water, no 
hat and no emergency equipment such as an EPIRB, or handheld GPS or satellite communication 
equipment. 

• The weather conditions at the time were hot and dry. 

• There was no site induction or procedure documentation established for the exploration site 
covering the safety rules for working in remote bush. 

• There were no clear instructions issued by the contract drill supervisor to the contract driller on the 
method to be used to retrieve the support vehicle on the morning of the incident. 

• The person responsible for the safe management of all activity on site on behalf of the owner and 
the exploration manager was absent from the site. 

All information has been gathered from the public domain.


